I. INTRODUCTION
In a recent paper SEAL (1980) calculated numerically survival probabilities based on Pareto claim distributions.
The Pareto density may be written as
Generalizing, the Pareto distribution may be regarded as a special case of the so-called beta-prime distribution (KEEPING, 1962, p. 83 ) with density function
where B(p, q) -
P(p) P(q) .
Is the beta function. P(p+ q)
In his paper SEAL (1980, Appendix 1) arrived at a contradiction concerning this beta-prime distribution. He found on one side that all derivatives of the characteristic function exist at the origin and on the other side that only the moments of order n < q exist. In this note we will show that this contradiction is due to the use of an incorrect expression for the characteristic function of the l)eta-prime distribution, which was taken over from JOHNSON and KOTZ (1970, Ch. 26) and Om.:RHETTINGER (1973 , Table A ).
THE CONFLUENT HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS
For easy reference we list some basic properties of confluent hypergeometric functions (see e.g. SLATER, 1960 ) .
There are two types of confluent hypergeometric functions, namely i t Another notation for the series (3) is 1F1 (a, b, z) . 
The series (3) 
dz" U(a, b, z) = (-l)" (a),, U(a+ n, b+ n, z).
Further we have for real b (which will be our case), the following behavior
where ,~(a) -P(a) is the psi-function and y = Euler's constant.
THE CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTION OF THE BETA-PRIME DISTRIBUTION
The characteristic function of the beta-prime distribution is given by
'j eU~ x~-i (1+ x)-,-q dx,

¢(t) -B(p, q)
and has, according to (5), the following representation in terms of confluent hypergeometric functions.
r(#+ q) (p, 1--q, -it) .
Now we have from (6) a-¢(t)
i', dr,,
Using (7), this gives as t ~ o for the n tk moment about zero
-(q-l) (q-2) ... (q-n).
As a special case the characteristic function and the moments of the Pareto distribution can be obtained by puttingp= 1 and introducing the scale factor b.
Using the relation U (l, 2--", Z) = eZ E~ (z), (see e.g. MAGNUS et al., 1966, p. 338) , where Ev(z) is the generalized exponential integral, it is easely seen that in this case our formula (8) specializes to the expression (3) of SEAL (1980) . Finally, let us remark that for q not an integer, formula (8) can be rewritten, by means of (4), in the following form [tlqe i-~q r(-q) M(p+q, l+q,--it) .
--B(p, q)
Comparing with Seal's Appendix 1, we see that there only the first term of the characteristic function, namely M (p, l-q, -it) , was considered, which clears up the contradiction.
